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The measurement of glycemia in subjects with renal failure, thus treated with hemodialysis, or peritoneal dialysis, is clinically
relevant, since glucose levels may influence the determination of other solutes, such as creatinine, as well as some ions, such as
sodium, whose degree of removal during dialysis sessions should be controlled carefully. Also, glucose levels should be controlled
to avoid possible events of hypoglycemia during the treatment, especially in diabetic subjects. Indeed, even cases of hypoglycemic
coma are documented. The glucose measurement during the dialysis treatment can be performed with different sensors and
technologies: for instance, with traditional glucose meters, with instruments for continuous glucose monitoring, or with optical
sensors. The aim of this review study was to analyze these different approaches and briefly discuss possible advantages and
limitations.

1. Introduction

The number of subjects worldwide with chronic kidney
disease has been found to increase year after year, and the
main driving factors behind this alarming data seem to be
the increasingly aged global population and the epidemic of
type 2 diabetes mellitus [1]. End-stage renal disease and its
standard of care, that is, renal replacement therapy (including
dialysis and/or kidney transplantation), result in a huge
economic and collective fee. Incidence rates for renal replace-
ment therapy all over the world range from a minimum of 12
to a maximum of 455 subjects per million of population, with
a median of 130, and with an increase of 6% to 7% annually.
Although affecting up to 0.03% of the total population in
industrialized countries, end-stage renal disease consumes up
to 3% of annual healthcare resources [2]. Thus, the financial
and health burden of renal replacement therapy on society
demands technology capable of maximizing efficiency in
treatment in terms of both costs and clinical outcomes.

The importance of glycemic control is widely established,
and it is a relevant component in managing individuals with
critical illness andwith complications of diabetesmellitus [3].
Inappropriate glycemic control is a risk factor for micro and

macrovascular diseases in diabetic people (both types 1 and
2). Also, the quality of glycemic control is known to be a rele-
vant factor for the level of progression of diabetic nephropa-
thy. On the other hand, the glycemic control in predialysis
condition is determinant for progression of other diabetic
complications. As an example, constant high glucose expo-
sure drives tissue and plasma proteins to increase levels of
advanced glycation end products, which can lead to acceler-
ated atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease [4].

During dialysis treatment, hyperglycemia can also lead
to hyponatremia: this happens when the serum contains an
excessive amount of additional osmoles (such as glucose),
which increases the effective osmolality and reduces the
serum sodium concentration by attracting water from the
intracellular compartment. The serum becomes hypotonic,
with the final result that both sodium concentration and
effective osmolality become low. Hyponatremia can then lead
to awide spectrumof clinical symptoms, from slight to severe
or even life threatening, and it is associated with increased
mortality, morbidity, and duration of hospitalization [5]. On
the other hand, high glycemic variability, compared to con-
stant hyperglycemia, seems to have even more dangerous
cardiovascular effects, due to its high positive correlationwith
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the urinary excretion rate of isoprostane 8-iso-prostaglandin-
F2𝛼, which is a well-known oxidative stress marker [6].

The opposite risk, in subjects under dialysis treatment, is
hypoglycemia [7]. Indeed, hypoglycemia is not uncommon
during dialysis, and it can even lead to coma and death. In
fact, hypoglycemic events increase with intensive treatment,
and in the presence of cardiovascular diseases it can cause
fatal dysrhythmia [8, 9].

The glucose measurement may be also important for
evaluating, indirectly, the effectiveness of peritoneal dialysis
treatment, since glucose levels have been reported to interfere
with the measurement of creatinine concentration in some
creatinine assays. Measurement of creatinine in peritoneal
dialysis fluid is required to assess the permeability of the peri-
toneum or for calculation of peritoneal creatinine clearance,
which is a marker of the adequacy of dialysis [10].

In summary, determination of glucose levels during
dialysis treatment is clinically important [11]. The aim of
this review is to present and analyze the different sensors,
technologies, and approaches for the glucose measurement
during dialysis. For searching the scientific literature, we
used Scopus search engine, using the following keywords
properly combined: glucose, glycemia (or glycaemia), spec-
trometer (or spectrophotometer, or spectroscopy), infrared,
NIRor IR, optical, electromagnetic, ultraviolet orUV, fluores-
cence, measure (or measurement), monitor (or monitoring),
meter, assess (or assessment), evaluate (or evaluation), assay,
hemodialysis (or haemodialysis), and peritoneal dialysis.
From the initial research, we identified about 200 articles,
subsequently reduced to 47 after inspection of the abstract.
After reviewing the full text, we chose 26 articles to be
included in this review study. Main exclusion criterion was
the limited information available on sensors and technologies
used. To our knowledge, this is the first review study focused
on sensors and technologies for glucose measurement during
dialysis treatment.

2. Glucose Determination with
Traditional Approaches

One possibility for glucose determination during dialysis is
using a traditional glucose meter or laboratory glucose ana-
lyzer (Figure 1). Depending on the experiments conducted in
the examined studies, the methods used were the traditional
strip method (electrode-glucose oxidase biosensor) or the
standard procedures of medical laboratory analysis, which
represent the gold standard measure of blood glucose.

The first in-depth evaluation and application of blood
glucose measurements in subjects during dialysis session
were performed, to our knowledge, by Wason et al. [12] with
the classic sensor enzyme strip method (Chemstrip bG, Bio-
Dynamics Boehringer-Mannheim, Indiana, USA). Tests were
performed before and after dialysis. However, glucose sensor
strips are not extremely accurate: errors in stripmethodsmay
reach 15% [13].

In the study [14], Bewley et al. used again a traditional
method to control hemodialysis-induced changes in plasma
glucose concentrations (in diabetic subjects), by comparing
hemodialysis and nonhemodialysis days. They compared
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the traditional approach for
glucose measurement during dialysis.

some strip sensors, representing different technology for-
mats: the StatStrip (Nova Biomedical, Waltham, MA, USA)
glucose strip, a modified glucose oxidase-based amperomet-
ric test systemwith hematocrit and chemical interference cor-
rections; Accu-Chek Aviva (Roche Diagnostics, Indianapolis,
IN, USA), a glucose dehydrogenase/coenzyme (pyrrolo-
quinoline quinone) based amperometric strip; Freestyle
(Abbott Diabetes Care, Alameda, CA, USA) with an electro-
chemical glucose dehydrogenase/coenzyme (nicotinamide
adenine dinucleotide) based colorimetric strip; Bayer Elite
XL (Bayer, Leverkusen,Germany), which again uses a glucose
oxidase-based amperometric detection system. They com-
pared the results to a standardmedical laboratory analyzer for
measuring glucose, assumed as the reference: the Dimension
RxL analyzer (Dade Behring, Deerfield, IL, USA), which uses
a plasma hexokinase method. They tested the samples at
various daily times before and during dialysis: 06.00 (wake-
up time), 09.00 (before dialysis), 11.00 (2 hours after starting
dialysis session), and 13.00 (at the end of the session). During
dialysis, blood samples were obtained from the blood tubing
at both arterial and venous sites of the dialyzer. Similar pro-
cedures were also adopted in the study [15]. In [16], glucose
concentrations were measured in fresh peritoneal dialysis
solutions before and after the addition of glucose, to inves-
tigate the effect of pH and glucose concentration on sodium
removal; glucose concentrations were analyzed using a
Hitachi 717 instrument (Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan).

Icodextrin scored one of the most significant steps for-
ward in peritoneal dialysis. It is a solution where glucose is
replaced by a mixture of glucose polymers (maltodextrins)
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with various molecular weights, which generates ultrafiltra-
tion with a colloid osmotic mechanism comparable to that of
glucose. The dialysis solution has usually an icodextrin con-
centration of 7.5%, pH 5.0, and low content of glucose degra-
dation products. The production of ultrafiltration is slower
compared to that of glucose but prolonged in time. This
solution has considerable advantages in long stasis, allowing
a higher level of ultrafiltration even when there is peritoni-
tis, or ultrafiltration deficit. However, icodextrin has also
some disadvantages: as an example, it can induce increased
transaminases, alkaline phosphatase, and decreased serum
sodium, and it can interfere with the assay of blood glucose
[17]. For this reason, some diabetic subjects under peritoneal
dialysis using icodextrin have been reported to develop clin-
ical hypoglycemia caused by incorrectly measured high level
of blood glucose, with consequent excessive administration
of insulin. This was because of the fact that most of the
glucose test strips use glucose dehydrogenase pyrroloquino-
line quinone (GDH-PQQ) for the reaction. Therefore, the
maltose and maltotriose, which is degraded from icodextrin
by amylase, are falsely detected as glucose, resulting in an
erroneously high glucose level [18, 19].

To avoid this drawback different approaches have been
proposed by some studies. In [19], glycemia measurement
was compared in peritoneal dialysis subjects, using the
standard laboratory reference method and two glucose self-
monitoring sensor systems, based on glucose dehydrogenase
nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (GDH-NAD, Optium
Xceed, Abbott Laboratories, Abbott Park, IL, USA) and tra-
ditional GDH-PQQ (Accu-Chek Active, Roche Diagnostics,
Indianapolis, IN, USA), respectively. Results showed that the
serum glucose levels, in subjects using icodextrin solution,
were more accurately measured by the GDH-PQQ-based
glucose self-monitoring sensor system. Thus, GDH-PQQ-
based systems should be preferred to avoid misinterpretation
of hyperglycemia and subsequent overinjection of insulin.
In [20], Perera et al. analyzed in vitro and in vivo blood
samples, in subjects under icodextrin-based dialysis, using
the hexokinase NADP (nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide
phosphate) laboratory reference method (Modular-PPE,
Roche Diagnostics, Indianapolis, IN, USA) compared with
five glucose sensor systems: Accu-Chek Advantage-II and
Accu-Chek Performa (Roche Diagnostics, Mannheim, Ger-
many) based on GDH-PQQ strips, two Optium Xceed
devices (Abbott Diabetes Care, Alameda, CA, USA) with
glucose dehydrogenase-NAD 5 s and 20 s strips, and Stat-
Strip (Nova Biomedical, Waltham, MA, USA), again with
glucose oxidase-NAD strips. Four meters provided plasma
equivalent glucose readings, whereas Accu-Chek Advantage-
II provided whole-blood glucose readings. In general all the
icodextrin studies concluded that glucose sensors using the
more glucose-specific glucose dehydrogenase-NAD enzyme
systems were less affected by icodextrin effects compared to
sensors using the GDH-PQQ-based system, with differences
between the twomethods that were clinically significant, with
a bias of >10% for each examined metabolite of icodextrin
(the effect being additive) [19, 20].

Few other studies dealt with the measurement of glucose
in the dialysate.Themost significant was byDeman et al. [21],

where a small planar amperometric device produced with
standard thick film technology was employed as sensor. In
that device, the work and counter electrode were screen-
printed with RuO2 paste. A mixture of the glucose oxidase
enzyme (GOx) from Aspergillus niger, 150Umg−1, bovine
serum albumin (BSA) Fraction V, and glutardialdehyde was
dispensed on the silanized electrode surface; after 24 h the
enzyme membrane was cross-linked and dip-coated with a
polyvinyl butyral diffusion membrane. The enzyme stability
of the sensor was high; thus the sensor could be stored for
several weeks without special requirements.The sensor could
be plugged directly into the output line of a standard dialyzer,
and the signal was transmitted to a low power multifunc-
tioning personal computer. The sensor could be used for 3-4
hours in the normal dialysate set-up. The system was user-
friendly, and hence the clinical personnel found no relevant
problems in monitoring the measurements process.

3. Glucose Determination with Continuous
Glucose Monitoring (CGM) Technology

Apart from possible accuracy problems, the main limitations
in the use of a traditional approach for glucose determination
are that (a) consumables are typically required, possibly for
each measure: if the measurement is performed several times
during the dialysis session, this may result in a relevant
expense; (b) in any case, the measurement is discontinuous;
thus some possible rapid glucose changes (e.g., leading to a
hypoglycemic condition) may not be revealed promptly; (c)
for every measure, the action of an operator (nurse or similar
figure) is required to get the sample, and this again may have
effects on the cost of the dialysis session. It should be noted
that sometimes the sample (plasma ultrafiltrate solution, or
dialysate) is collected for measurements of several com-
pounds, including glucose, through a hemogas analyzer [22];
thus the need of the operator action could not be attributed
to glucose determination exclusively. At any rate, limitation of
discontinuous determination remains. This is one of the rea-
sons why inmany studies glucosemeasurement during dialy-
sis has been performed through continuous glucosemonitor-
ing (CGM) technology (Figure 2). In fact, the glucose infor-
mation delivered by CGM potentially allows for more useful
therapeutic decisions aimed at optimizing glucose levels.

The CGM devices available today can be classified into
those whichmeasure real-time glucose levels (RT-CGM) and
those which record glucose levels on a continuous basis but
only allow retrospectively access to the information (r-CGM),
after data are downloaded from the device.

The first system for continuous glucose monitoring
approved by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
was the MiniMed CGMS,The Continuous Glucose Monitor-
ing System (CGMS) developed by Medtronic (Dublin, Ire-
land) [23, 24].The sensor is a glucose oxidase-based platinum
electrode that is inserted through an attachment needle into
the subcutaneous tissue of the anterior abdominal wall, or
other appropriate body sites of the patient, using a spring-
loaded device (the Sen-serter). Glucose oxidase catalyzes the
oxidation of glucose in the interstitial fluid, which generates
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Figure 2: Schematic representation of the CGM approach for
glucose measurement during dialysis.

an electrical current. The current is carried by a cable to a
small monitor (14.4 × 18.0 × 9.4 cm) that analyzes the data
every 10 s and reports average values every 5min, giving a
total of 288 readings per day. Sensor readings are calibrated
against capillary blood glucose measurements obtained with
conventional self-monitoring blood glucose meters [25]. The
sensor is a r-CGM type and does not provide real-time
glucose values to the wearer; data can only be downloaded by
clinicians after measurements. The studies that we analyzed
[25–30] all used almostminor variations of this type of sensor,
except for the studies [31, 32], which used instead GlucoDay
CGM device from A. Menarini Diagnostics (Florence, Italy).

In all studies [25–30], the interstitial glucose range was
40–400mg/dL, and each sensor was used continuously for
up to 72 hours. However, the calibration process was slightly
different among the different studies. To calibrate the CGMS
readings, in studies [25, 26, 28, 30] subjects were asked to per-
form finger-stick blood-sugar measurements using a tradi-
tional blood glucosemeter at least 4 times daily; also, in study
[28] it was reported to take two of the measurements before
breakfast and before dinner. In [27], for calibration purpose
three capillary blood glucose readings were entered in the
CGMS memory at prescribed intervals. In [29], the CGMS
was calibrated only to a limited glucose level, and then sub-
jects were instructed to perform additional capillary glucose
measurements.

In the studies [31, 32], the GlucoDay was used instead.
It is a portable instrument provided with a micropump and
a biosensor coupled to a microdialysis system capable of
recording the subcutaneous glucose level every 3min. The
system has the following main features: (a) a programmable
micropump with 15–100 𝜇ml/min flow rate; (b) a fluidic line
made of nylon in all the sections except in the peristaltic
pump; (c) a wall jet flow cell made of a platinum electrode

and a three-layermembrane system; (d) amicrocontroller for
pump speed programming, signal acquisition, and data stor-
age (12-bit resolution, 1800 data points); (e) 32-alphanumeric-
character display and a keyboard; (f) RS232 interface at 1200
baud for downloading the data to a personal computer; (g) a
9V battery for 48 h continuous data recording. Two different
flow rates can be used: a faster one for filling and/or washing
the line and a slower one for the continuous feeding of the
microdialysis probe. Two plastic bags, one for the buffer solu-
tion and one for the wasted solution, complete the apparatus,
which for its dimension and weight can be contained in a
pouch and worn as a belt.

Early generation r-CGM devices were relatively large and
required a major degree of interaction by the subject, while
the latest CGMdevices are smaller, light, and almost invisible
under clothes, thus causing less stress to the subjects. Ipro
2 is the successor of the MiniMed 530G, first-generation
artificial pancreas device system approved by FDA. The
device can automatically stop insulin delivery when glucose
values reach a preset level and when the patient does not
respond to theThreshold Suspend alarm. Finger-prick blood
glucose readings are still required for calibration but these
do not need to be entered by the patient into the device: the
calibration readings are integrated with the raw CGM data at
the time of the download via a personal computer, which is
usually performed by a health professional. Ipro 2 was used
in studies [33–35]. Subjects were trained to measure capillary
blood glucose 3-4 times/day (depending on the study) and
to record glucose values and administered insulin dosages,
as well as details of food consumption, physical activity, and
symptoms. In the mentioned studies, CGM data were also
used to represent the glucose profile of a typical day with or
without dialysis.

The other two CGM devices of the last generation were
used in a few studies: Navigator (Abbott, Rungis, France) in
studies [36, 37] and DexCom SEVEN PLUS (DexCom, CA,
USA) in study [38]. Technologies, operations, and calibration
procedures of these devices are similar to those described
above.

All the mentioned studies concluded that in subjects
under dialysis treatment CGM improves glycemic control
and decreases the hypoglycemic events. Also, in these types
of subjects CGM was proved useful for the management of
insulin therapy. However, there are still some limitations, and
positive results need to be confirmed by long-term studies
with larger number of subjects.

4. Glucose Determination with Optical Sensors

The CGM approach overcomes some limitations of the
traditional glucose measurement. However, the main disad-
vantage of CGM is that glucose determination is performed
in the interstitial fluid, and not in plasma. It is known that
though glucose levels in plasma and interstitial fluid are obvi-
ously related, there may be a temporal delay between glucose
levels in the latter compared to the former [39–41]. Thus, in a
specific, critical condition like the dialysis treatment, thismay
be a severe limitation, especially in the case of rapid changes
in glucose values.Thus, ideally, glucose determination should
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Figure 3: Schematic representation of the optical approach for glucose measurement during dialysis. Ideally, glucose measures in different
subjects may be possible with a single spectrophotometer.

be continuous, similarly to the CGM approach, but possibly
in plasma. During a hemodialysis session, plasma is already
circulating outside the patient’s body, and hence glucose
determination with an optical method may be simpler than
similar determination in intact body, during ordinary life. In
fact, some strategies for noninvasive glucose determination,
based on optical approaches, have been proposed, but, to our
knowledge, a satisfactory solution has not been found yet [42,
43], probably due to several possible confounding factors. In
the case of glucose determination during hemodialysis, due
to the extracorporeal blood circulation several confounding
factors may not be present, and thus an optical approachmay
be successful. Indeed, though a few, some studies presented
an optical approach to this purpose (Figure 3).

In the study [44], Roth et al. proposed amethod for mon-
itoring a hemodialysis session based on quantitative infrared
spectroscopic (IR) determination of molecules from patient’s
blood. For the quantitative determination of the constituents
of interest over the period of hemodialysis sessions (up to
5 h), authors of study [44] adapted a compact instrument
with adequate sensitivity and stability (model Alpha, Bruker
Optics, Ettlingen, Germany). Data acquisition, Fourier trans-
formation, and spectral processing were performed using
appropriate software (Bruker software program OPUS ver-
sion 6.5). The calibration procedure was based on artificial
dialysate samples, prepared from stock solutions with known
concentrations, and real samples taken from the subjects

during the hemodialysis sessions. To optimize calibration, all
the samples were previously analyzed by conventional clinical
chemistry.The IR spectra of urea, glucose, lactate, and creati-
nine (as the major components in dialysate) exhibited several
bands in the 2000–800 cm−1 range, although they were partly
overlapping and thus necessitated the use of multivariate
analysis methods. The proposed monitoring approach of
the hemodialysis session, including glucose determination,
can be performed in real time and in line, directly at the
dialysis machine; it requires little human intervention and
no consumables at all. Authors of study [44] claimed to have
started a clinical trial, but in [44] they reported results on two
patients only.

In studies [45, 46] near-infrared spectroscopy (NIR) was
used for measuring different metabolites during dialysis. In
[45], NIR was proposed as a method for providing real-
time urea concentrations during hemodialysis treatment.
In this investigation, the three major regions of the NIR
spectrum were evaluated for the selective measurement of
urea in the basic matrix of the dialysate solution. The best
analytical performance was found for the measurements
within the spectral range that extended from 5000 to
4000 cm−1 (2.0–2.5mm), collected with a Nicolet Magna 550
Fourier transform infrared spectrometer (Nicolet Analytical
Instruments, WI, USA). This spectrometer was equipped
with a standard 20-watt tungsten source, a calcium-fluoride
beam splitter, and a cryogenically cooled indium antimonide
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Table 1: Basic information on the analyzed studies on glucose determination during dialysis treatment; PD: peritoneal dialysis; HD:
hemodialysis; D: dialysis; pre-D: predialysis. Of note, some studies include subjects not under dialysis treatment.

Approach Number of
articles

Total number
of subjects Type of subjects

Traditional 8 392 ∗155 in PD, ∗180 in HD, and ∗57 in pre-D

CGM 14 431

230 diabetic subjects in HD, 13 nondiabetic subjects (not in dialysis),
36 diabetic subjects in pre-D, 68 type 1 diabetic subjects (not in
dialysis), 19 nondiabetic subjects in PD, 39 type 2 diabetic subjects
(not in dialysis), and 26 diabetic subjects in PD

Optical 4 39 5 diabetic subjects in HD, ∗37 subjects in HD
∗In these subjects undergoing dialysis the possible presence of diabetic condition is not specified.

detector. Detection was restricted to the indicated spectral
region by positioning an interference filter (2.0–2.5mm;
Barr Associates, MA, USA) immediately before the sample.
Selectivity for urea over glucose was examined as a step in
the evaluation of this scheme formeasuring urea accurately in
the dialysate samples, collected during the dialysis treatment.
Glucose determination was performed because it is known
that glucose concentration in dialysate samples can vary in
accordance to the difference between its concentration in the
patient’s blood and in the original dialysate fluid (glucose
is added to the original dialysate solution to avoid hypo-
glycemia). The results showed that selective urea measure-
ments were possible in solutions with glucose variations of
1–35mmol/L. From our point of view, the study [45] showed
that glucose determination by NIR is possible, though no
detailed results were reported, the focus being on urea.

In the study [46], NIRwas employed for the simultaneous
determination of the concentrations of glucose and lactic
acid in peritoneal dialysis solutions. The sample solution,
which was a peritoneal dialysis solution, was analyzed with
a near-infrared spectrophotometer (NIRS6500SPL, Nireco,
Ishikawa-cho, Hachioji, Tokyo, Japan). The absorbance from
400 to 2500 nm was measured at 2 nm intervals. The cell
holder was maintained at a constant temperature by circulat-
ingwater from thewater bath throughout the jacket of the cell
holder. The spectrum of each sample was obtained by taking
the average reading of 32 scans. However, the results, while
showing a good correlation with the enzymatic reference
method, focused on glucose levels outside the physiological
range (10–70 g/L), and at rather distant experimental points.

The absorption of ultraviolet (UV) radiation was used by
Fridolin et al. in [47] to monitor solutes in a spent dialysate.
For the determination of UV-absorbance, a double-beam
spectrophotometer (UVIKON 943, Kontron, Italy) with an
accuracy of ±1% was used. The most essential parts of the
optics module incorporated into the spectrophotometer are
(a) a light source, (b) a monochromator to resolve the source
of radiation into component “monochromatic” elements, and
(c) a light sensor to detect the radiation after passing the
optical cuvette containing the solution under study.Measure-
ments were performed both on collected dialysate samples
and during on-line monitoring; the spectrophotometer was
connected to the fluid outlet of the dialysis machine, with all
spent dialysate passing through a specially designed cuvette

for optical single-wavelength measurements. The concen-
trations of the substances of interest were also determined
using reference laboratory techniques and, based on the
UV-absorbance results, correlation coefficients were calcu-
lated. The experimental results indicated a good correlation
between UV-absorbance and the laboratory reference for
several small solutes such as urea, creatinine, and uric acid, at
a fixed wavelength of 285 nm, though it should be noted that
measurements of different compounds at fixed wavelength
may suffer for selectivity problems. Worse results were
achieved for glucose and othermetabolites (sodium, calcium,
vitamin B

12

, and albumin). Therefore, UV approach, though
theoretically possible, with the current technology appears to
be not sufficiently accurate for glucose determination during
dialysis session.

5. Conclusions

In this review study, we have analyzed the sensors, tech-
nologies, and approaches for glucose determination during
dialysis treatment. Table 1 summarizes some information for
the studies analyzed.

We can conclude that (a) as regards the traditional
approach, if we refer to the classical laboratory analysis
methods, they are definitely the gold standard in terms of
quality, precision, and reliability of the information provided,
but on the other hand the measurement procedure is slow
and cumbersome, it does not provide continuous and real-
time data, and it can be expensive due to the need of complex
equipment and qualified personnel at different levels (nurses,
laboratory technicians); if we refer to the use of sensors and
devices for self-monitoring of blood glucose, they are not
optimal in terms of the quality of the measurement, and, in
the specific context of a dialysis session, they still require the
intervention of a nurse or other medical professionals; also,
they require consumables; (b) the CGM approach represents
a step forward compared to traditional approaches: it allows
continuous, possibly real-time glucose measurement, and it
may require somehow lower intervention of the medical per-
sonnel; however, the measure does not take place in plasma
but in the interstitial fluid, and some delay in the glucose level
is typically present; (c) the optical approach is still largely
unexplored and from a technological point of view it has not
yet been developed to its full potential. On the other hand, it
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appears a promising approach, since it can lead to continuous
measurement of glucose in plasma (and not in the interstitial
fluid), with small or no requirement of consumables, andwith
the advantage of modest needs in terms of intervention of the
medical personnel.

In conclusion, optical methods may become the most
convenient approach for glucose measurement during dial-
ysis treatment, but in the light of the small number of studies
reported in the literature, further studies are needed to deeply
understand the potential, and possible limitations, of these
approaches.
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